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Synopsis

Based on true events, this is the harrowing story of the aftermath of a college spring break trip gone horribly wrong. A life-threatening sexual assault experience left Elizabeth with traumatic memories that began to spin out of control three decades later. Past and present merge, including a reunion trip with those same old college friends to the Outer Banks of North Carolina. One of four devious, powerful men had originally implanted the suggestion that Elizabeth would forget the awful event for thirty years, and Elizabeth’s guilt, shame, and self-recrimination kept her from sharing her story with anyone. But gradually, inevitably, pieces of the original trauma started floating into her consciousness, disrupting her carefully crafted existence and threatening her sanity. Elizabeth began to put together the clues that revealed her abusers, four well-connected Ivy Leaguers now in positions of power and influence, who had been reappearing in her life at key moments and appeared bent on destroying her. Worlds collide culminating in a flood of memories and an unexpected ending to Elizabeth’s decades-long nightmare.
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Customer Reviews

When my book arrived I started reading it right away. I literally "fell into it". It was the kind of book that just drew me in with each chapter. I absolutly couln’t put it down. I read until the "wee hours" of the morning to finish it. I highly recommend this book!!! It was intriguing, especially that it was based on a true story. Fascinating is a word to describe it!!!! ~~~ Men or women could enjoy its insight of how seemingly actions at young ages follow us throughout our lives. Working through processes needed to understand take devine intervention to make sense of it's inner turmoil that might result.
~~ A must read for anyone!!!!

This book is based on a true happening in the author’s life. It is a story that is hard to believe. Not a terribly well written book, but I definitely kept reading all the way to the end. In other words, it kept my attention.

Very interesting read!! Really enjoyed reading, quick read.

Amazing
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